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Abstract: Precise position information is significantly required for specific application
scenarios like autonomous driving of vehicles or precise mobile mapping. Until recently,
to satisfy the sub-meter or even centimeter-level demanding for this type of application, the
GNSS carrier phase measurements appear mandatory. In this paper, we firstly use multiple
rover receivers to enhance the performance of the RTK positioning in different
environments by connecting them to the same antenna thus multiplying the number of
observations by the number of receivers. We demonstrate through different simulation
scenarios that we are able to improve some internal steps of precise position computation
and the simulations results show that our multi-receiver RTK system is more robust to noise
and degraded satellite geometry, in terms of ambiguity fixing rate, and get a better position
accuracy under same conditions when comparing to the single receiver system. An analysis
is also conducted by varying the correlation coefficient of the noise between the
measurements to the same satellite performed by the different receivers to verify the
advantage of our proposed system when dealing with highly correlated noise.

1. Introduction
GNSS receivers have become a mass-market device by millions of users every day. Current
positioning accuracy is usually sufficient to lead the way of a car driver into an unknown area
or provide a stable timing signal to a mobile cell tower. However, stand-alone positioning
technique is not precise enough for applications requiring sub-meter to centimeter-level
accuracy such as precise mobile mapping and vehicles automatic control. To achieve this kind
of level accuracy of positioning, the GNSS carrier phase measurements appear compulsory.
Nevertheless, they are also less robust and include a so-called integer ambiguity resolution
(IAR) that prevents them to be used directly for positioning. In some harsh environments, severe
code multipath, frequent cycle slips, and losses of the lock might also challenge the process of
finding the correct IAR thus reduce the accuracy.
To increase confidence and speed up the IAR process by limiting the search space, constraints
can be established by using an array of two or more receivers with prior known and fixed
geometry, including the length of the baseline vectors between the receivers of the array and
the orientation of the vectors.
Recently, several studies have focused on the use of multiple receivers for attitude
determination [1], [2] and calibration of magnetic field sensors [3], Daniel et al. [4] developed
a method for the recursive estimation of the positioning and attitude problems using GNSS
carrier phase observations from an array of receivers, but they calculated the position of each
receiver separately thus they didn’t take advantage of the known geometric constraints. Fan et
al. [5] proposed a dual-antenna constraint RTK algorithm, which combines GNSS
measurements of both antennas by making use of the geometric constraint between them, the
reception diversity improves the availability and geometric distribution of GNSS satellites thus
improves the positioning accuracy. However, their algorithm is severely restricted by the
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environmental conditions. Zheng et al. [6] presented a methodology for integrating carrier phase
attitude determination and positioning systems by considering one of the receiver pairs in the
attitude determination system also used as the rover for the relative positioning system.
Nevertheless, their positioning systems remained independent which did not much ameliorate
the success rate of IAR for the RTK positioning. Nandakumaran et al. [7] provided a numerical
insight into the role taken by the multi-GNSS integration in delivering high-precision solutions,
however, they focused on the PPP solution rather than the RTK processing which requires long
convergence time to reach cm-level accuracy.
As far as we know, the use of an array of receivers is not used to improve the accuracy of the
array position or for some internal steps of precise position computation. The concept of RTK
positioning and attitude determination using an array of GNSS receivers with known geometry
has already been introduced in [8]. In [9], we discussed the improvement of cycle-slip detection
and repair for RTK processing by using an array of two receivers with known geometry.
In this contribution, we will focus on one specific scenario which is the improvement of RTK
processing by using an array of two single-frequency receivers with zero baseline constraint
which can be realized by connecting the receivers to the same antenna. The approach presented
here aims at developing a method that takes full advantage of the measurement redundancy and
diversity, along with the geometric constraints, between two closely placed rover antennas to
improve the accuracy of the float ambiguity estimation and, consequently, the AR success rate.
An analysis is also conducted by varying the correlation coefficient of the noise between the
measurements to the same satellite performed by the different receivers to verify the advantage
of our proposed system when dealing with highly correlated noise between multiple rover
receivers.

2. Mathematical Models
In this work, a Kalman Filter (KF) based position determination algorithm is developed. The
scenario considers a moving vehicle, on which two low-cost, single-frequency receivers are
connected to one single antenna, whereas the third one serves as a reference station, with its
position static and known.
In the following, the state and the measurement vectors are described along with the statetransition and measurement models.
2.1 State transition model
The state transition or state-space model describes how the states or parameters of the system
vary over time based on a specific linear model. In our KF modeling, the state parameter
transition between subsequent epochs is given by:
=

+

1

where:
refers to the state vector at epoch
refers to the transition matrix of epoch − 1
refers to the so-called system noise vector at epoch
Together with the process noise vector, one can define the process noise covariance matrix as:
T
=
2
2

This matrix has then the variances of the state parameter’s estimates based on the system model.
The estimated parameters are collected inside the state vector. The state vector collects 3 vehicle
state parameters and 2*(
– 1) satellite state parameters which are: the 3D position of GNSS
receiver 1 relative to GNSS receiver 3, double-difference phase ambiguity of the GNSS receiver
pair 1-3, and the double-difference phase ambiguity of the receiver pair 2-3. which is given by:
3

=
where:
refers to the vector of the double-difference GPS integer ambiguity between receiver

and

refers to the relative position vector between reference receiver 3 and rover receiver 1

Transition model for position related state parameters
In our KF modeling, for the position related state parameters, we suppose the speed components
are a zero-mean Gaussian process, which can be defined as:
+
4
, =
,
,
where:
is a centered Gaussian vector with a covariance matrix
Transition model for satellite-related state parameters
In the case of the satellite-related parameters, they are assumed all as constant over subsequent
epochs with a very small noise compared to the position related state parameters.
+
5
, =
,
,
+
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,
,
where:
=
, is a centered Gaussian variable with a covariance matrix
is the identity matrix of size
The resulting state transition matrix is then given by a unit matrix and different values of
process noise variance are added to complete the model.
1 ⋯ 0
= ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 1
And the corresponding process noise matrix is given as follows:
×

=
2.2 Measurement model

×
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×

The measurement model describes how the individual sensor measurements are related to
system states. For every epoch n, the measurement vector , which contains all measured
values, can be described as a function of the state vector
as:
(
)
=
+
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with
is the function that relates one or more states with each measured value and
is the
measurement noise vector, which describes the expected Gaussian noise of every measured
value.
As for the process noise covariance matrix, the definition of the measurement noise covariance
matrix follows as:
3

=

T
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In our model, the measurement vector comprises the following measured values: Doubledifference (DD) code phase measurement vector of receiver 1, DD code phase measurement
vector of receiver 2, DD carrier phase measurement vector of receiver 1, and DD carrier phase
measurement vector of receiver 2.
(
)
(
)
= ( ) ( )
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In this measurement model, the position of receiver 2 is assumed to share the same position as
receiver 1.
The individual double-difference corrected pseudo-range and phase GPS measurement can be
modeled as:
=( )
+ ,
=( )
+ ,
=( )
+
+ ,
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=( )
+
+ ,
where:

,

is the double-difference code phase measurement of receiver pair
and satellite pair
is the double-difference carrier phase measurement of receiver pair
and satellite pair
is the difference between the Line of Sight vector of satellite and l
is the double-difference integer ambiguity of receiver pair
and satellite pair
, , is the noise measurement of the double-difference code and phase measurement respectively

The LOS vectors are modeled by using the azimuth
and elevation of the satellites with
respect to the corresponding receiver, thanks to the following formula who define the LOS
vector between satellite k and the receiver in the ENU frame:
cos cos
= cos sin
12
sin
A fixed measurement noise variance between all satellites is defined to complete the
measurement model, defining the measurement covariance matrix .
As the measurements are coming from signals received by the same antenna, it is safe to
consider a certain level of correlation between these noise measurements. For example, the
multipath error may be similar on the measurement performed by the 2 receivers from the same
satellite.
The covariance coefficient between the 2 receivers is given by
=

(13)

Where
is the covariance of the noise affecting the measurement performed by receivers 1 and 2
on satellite
is the correlation coefficient of the noise affecting the measurement performed by receivers
1 and 2
is the standard deviation of the noise affecting the measurement performed by receiver on
satellite
We consider a simplifying assumption that the noise standard deviation does not depend on the
satellite or the receivers ( = ), and that the code measurement noise standard deviation and
4

the phase measurement one are related by a simple factor
= ∗
, with a value k
equals to 1/100 to account for the much better accuracy of carrier phase measurements. The
for the single difference measurements will have the
measurement covariance matrix
following shape:

carrier,SD

14

=2∗

,
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The measurement covariance matrix
deduced using the following formula:
=

2

∗

12

2
12

(15)

for the double-difference measurements can then be
,
,

(16)

Where

−1 0
⋯ 0 1
0 −1 ⋱ ⋮ 1
=
⋮
⋱
⋱ 0 ⋮
0
⋯ 0 −1 1
is the single-differencing matrix used for computing the double-difference.

(17)

Two alternating steps which are the state prediction step and the state update step are then
conducted to complete the KF algorithm.
2.3 RTK processing
In the previous process, we obtain a float estimation of the double-difference integer ambiguity.
The accuracy of the position state estimate is further improved by fixing the DD ambiguities to
integer number by using the well-known LAMBDA algorithm [10], [11]. This algorithm has
shown its superiority in terms of both performance and processing time when compared to other
algorithms in[12].
One selects the integer candidates based on the sum of squared errors to get a fixed solution.
The candidate with the lowest error norm is chosen once the ratio of the Maximum A Posteriori
error norm between the second-best candidate and the best candidate is bigger than a threshold.
It is a pre-defined threshold or the critical value that the squared norm of ambiguity residuals
of the best and second-best candidates should overpass to validate the integer estimation. In our
paper, an empirical fixed value 3 is taken as in [13].
Once the IAR process is declared successful, a new position is computed using the DD carrier
phase measurements corrected by the validated DD integer ambiguities. This final position is
the fixed solution.

3. Simulation of RTK performances using multiple rover receivers connected
to the same antenna
In this section, the proposed precise position determination algorithm is verified with simulated
measurements. The reason why we use the simulated measurements is that we want to analyze
the advantage of multiple receivers connected to the same antenna when varying the amplitude
of the measurement noise, the level of noise correlation between the rover receivers’
measurements and the satellite geometry.
5

The vehicle is assumed to make a uniform circular motion around the fixed reference receiver
3 with a constant radius (R = 100 m) in all the scenarios. The speed of the vehicle is 10 m/s, the
duration of the simulated trajectory is 1000 s and the sampling rate is 1 Hz.
In our simulator, the satellites are simulated with a fixed position. We consider 7 satellites with
a fairly good geometric condition, i.e. well-spaced in azimuth and elevation. This would
correspond to a typical case of a single constellation in an open sky environment. Finally, the
DD carrier ambiguities are taken as fixed values separated by 10 cycles. This means that the
DD ambiguities go from 10 to 120.
Typical results of the state estimations including the estimation of the integer ambiguity by
using LAMBDA are given in fig. 1.

Figure 1. Illustration of state estimation including IAR

Fig. 2 gives the error comparison between the float and fixed solution. Here the fixed solution
is defined by two parts, for every epoch, if the IAR process is declared successful, a new
position is computed using the DD carrier phase measurements corrected by the validated DD
integer ambiguities. This position then is used to update the fixed solution. If the IAR process
is not declared successful, we keep the float solution.

Figure 2. Illustration of float vs fixed solution

We can see from the fig.2 that the same convergence period is present in all states for the fixed
solution. In the case of the float solution, the East, North orientations converge rapidly to the
6

true value, however, due to the observability issue, the altitude takes more time to converge.
What’s more, once they converge, the error between the estimated result and the true value is
extremely small especially in the case of the fixed solution. From the figure, one can notice that
the system fixes the IAR in the 64th epoch and once the IAR is fixed, the positioning results
become much more accurate compared to the float solution.
To validate the influence of the using of an array of receivers, several scenarios are conducted.
Results are compared in terms of fixed rate and 3D position error statistics (mean, standard
deviation, and 95% bound). The numbers have been computed by running 100 simulations with
the different random realization of noise and initialization values and taking the average of the
investigated indicators.
3.1 Scenario 1: Geometry of satellite effect Analyses
A favorable satellite geometry is essential to get an accurate positioning result. That is why in
the first scenario, we want to analyze the influence of the system when the geometry of the
= 0 ) and the amplitude of the
satellite changes. In this scenario, both the correlation level (
noise measurement (
= 1 m) are fixed and by degrading the geometry of the satellite (by
removing one satellite at a time), we observe the robustness against degraded satellite geometry
of multiple rover receivers RTK systems. The different scenarios are shown in fig. 3

Figure 3. considered satellite geometry with

= 7 (left),

= 5 (middle) and

= 4 (right)

The analysis of Table 1 shows that the use of the receiver array improves the fixed rate for all
considered satellite geometry, besides, the dual receiver array provides always better
performance than the single receiver RTK solution under the same satellite geometry situation
which confirms the advantage of our approach.
Table 1 – Performance comparison for different satellite geometry,

Variation of
scenario 1
Single receiver
=7
Dual receiver
=7
Single receiver
=5
Dual receiver
=5
Single receiver
=4

Performance indicator Unit
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate

m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%

Mean
0.1436
89.35
0.0323
98.59
0.1839
72.43
0.1431
85.21
0.6264
0.82

=

,

Standard
deviation
0.1975
16.08
0.1634
7.98
0.2848
22.86
0.2228
20.24
0.3324
0.49

=

m

95% bound
0.0126
51.13
0.0014
96.76
0.0148
21.21
0.0026
36.18
0.4812
0.11
7

Dual receiver
=4

3D position error
Fixed rate

m
%

0.3298
34.71

0.2881
27.80

0.1736
7.85

3.2 Scenario 2: Noise measurement effect Analyses
In the second scenario, the correlation level of the noise measurement (
= 0 ) and the
= 7) are fixed, by varying the amplitude of the noise measurement, we
satellite geometry (
observe the robustness against the noise of the multi-receiver RTK system.
We recall that the phase measurement noise standard deviation is scaled by a factor 1/100, to
account for the improved accuracy of the carrier phase measurement, compared to the code
measurement. The analysis of Table 2 shows that the use of the receiver array improves the
fixed rate for all considered
values, thus demonstrating the interest of such an approach.
Table 2 – Performance comparison for different measurement noise,

Variation of
scenario 2
Single receiver
=1m
Dual receiver
=1m
Single receiver
=2m
Dual receiver
=2m
Single receiver
= 10 m
Dual receiver
= 10 m

Performance indicator

Unit

Mean

3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate

m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%

0.1436
89.35
0.0323
98.59
0.1815
66.25
0.0678
83.61
0.4355
15.03
0.2162
49.08

=

,

Standard
deviation
0.1975
16.08
0.1634
7.98
0.2672
18.04
0.1561
18.48
0.3584
3.09
0.2287
14.42

=

95% bound
0.0126
51.13
0.0014
96.76
0.0076
28.82
0.0045
33.92
0.3410
9.26
0.0108
20.98

3.3 Scenario 3: Noise measurement Correlation effect Analyses
In probability theory and statistics, correlation (or correlation coefficient) is used as a measure
of the linear correlation between two variables and . The most widely used is the Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC). It is defined as the covariance of two
variables divided by the standard deviation of the two variables as shown in (17)
( − )( − )
cov( , )
(17)
=
, =
The significance of the magnitude of the correlation coefficient is currently inconsistent in the
statistical world, but it is usually considered as follows:
Table 3 – Significance of the magnitude of the correlation coefficient

0.00- ± 0.30 slightly correlated
± 0.50- ± 0.80 significantly correlated

± 0.30- ± 0.50 medium correlation
± 0.80- ± 1.00 highly correlated

As we discussed in the previous section, in our model, the measurements are coming from
signals received by the same antenna, thus it is paramount to consider a certain level of
8

correlation of these noise measurements to make it closer to the real situation. As an example,
the multipath error may be similar on the measurements performed by the 2 receivers from the
same satellite.
Consequently, in this scenario, we want to verify what level of correlation is acceptable to keep
an improvement compared to a single receiver RTK system. The correlation level of the noise
measurement is not fixed, by varying the noise correlation coefficient while keeping the same
= 1 m) and a favorable satellite geometry (
= 7). The
noise measurement amplitude (
different scenarios of the magnitude of the correlation coefficient are shown in Fig. 4

Figure 4. considered noise correlation distribution

The result is shown in Table 4, from the result one can conclude that the dual receiver RTK
system provides always better performance than the single receiver RTK solution and the
position accuracy sightly improves as the magnitude of the correlation coefficient decreases. In
addition, the fixing rate and positioning accuracy are not significantly reduced even when
dealing with highly correlated noise, which proves that our system is exceedingly robust and
stable when handling high correlation noise situations. This may be due to the fact that the
LAMBDA algorithm takes into account the correlation of the measurements in the IAR process,
which is assumed perfectly known in our simulation.
Table 4 – Performance comparison for different measurement noise,

Variation of
scenario 3
Single receiver
Dual receiver
=0
Dual receiver
= 0.4
Dual receiver
= 0.6
Dual receiver
= 0.9
= 0.4
= 0.9

Performance indicator

Unit

Mean

3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate
3D position error
Fixed rate

m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%
m
%

0.1436
89.35
0.0323
98.59
0.0353
97.30
0.0365
96.40
0.0388
95.40
0.0392
95.30

=

Standard
deviation
0.1975
16.08
0.1634
7.98
0.1822
8.08
0.1862
8.25
0.1930
8.43
0.1948
8.37

,

=

95% bound
0.0126
51.13
0.0014
96.76
0.0014
95.84
0.0015
95.46
0.0015
95.23
0.0015
95.14

For verifying the sensitivity of the LAMBDA algorithm to a correct correlation coefficient, the
final simulation has been conducted, where the correlation coefficient considered in the
9

algorithm is different from the one used to generate the measurement (
simulations), a similar result is obtained as shown in the last line of table 4.

= 0.4 for all the

4. Conclusion
In this contribution, the method using multiple receivers connected to the same antenna (zerobaseline configuration) for the RTK positioning in different environments is studied. Taking
advantage of the doubled quantity of the observations, we are able to improve some internal
steps of precise position computation. We demonstrate through simulations results that our
multi-receiver RTK system is more robust to noise and degraded satellite geometry, in terms of
ambiguity fixing rate, and get a better position accuracy under the same conditions when
comparing with the single receiver system. Furthermore, the mitigation of high correlation noise
between receivers is permitted by using our system.
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